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Abstract
This review paper attempts to approximate the concept of biological stress to
the stress concept in Physics using the phenomenological view of physics to
discuss the source of generator forces of biological stress state. Based on the
literature, parallels are drawn between the two concepts and a discussion on
the steady state in open systems and homeostatic state in biological systems is
developed. Using the concepts of thermodynamic entropy and informational
entropy, and comparing stress in living systems and nonliving, we attempt to
build a basis for a view of stress as a principle of nature linked to the adaptability property of matter, opposing entropy. It is known that the increasing
number of microstates possible in a complex system increases the entropy. In
that way, entropy is related to the amount of additional information needed
to specify the exact physical state of a system, given its macroscopic specification. By controlling the metabolic processes (catabolism-anabolism) to decrease the entropy, stress reduces the number of possible states for which the
living system could evolve, avoiding the loss of “life information”, preserving
its characteristics and preventing its extinction. The loss of function of a species within an ecosystem or of cells within an organ can be showing that the
limits of the stress principle were “transgressed”. That is, the intensity and/or
duration of stress exceeded the capacity of living organism to process of information extracted from stressor and reprogram its physiological mechanisms, activating its adaptability process, while its internal balance is preserved.
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1. Introduction
For many people, Physics and Biology are different worlds, because each one has
its own language and concepts. However, in recent decades, scientific and technological advances have created overlaps between these sciences, starting the life

modeling age. According Chao et al. [1], you can open the door to the creation
of virtual human reality, developing the ability to associate physiology and en-

gineering knowledge with computer science.
Indeed, details of human physiology inaccessible to experimental studies have
been enlightened by means of computational simulations using physicalmathematical models of physiological systems [2]-[16]. As a starting point, the
modeling and simulation in Biology require analysis and representations of its
phenomena from different points of view.
Physics knowledge has been applied to study mechanical and hemodynamic
of effects of stress on the musculoskeletal and circulatory systems [17]-[22].
Computer simulations have been used to verify the distribution of stress forces
in blood vessel to find the structural determinants for atheromatous plaque vulnerability [23] [24]. The evolution of these plaque has been studied using growth
kinetic models based on oxidized LDL (low-density lipoprotein) accumulation
and mass conservation concept [25] [26], and including the endothelial permeability dependence of stress forces and other parameters [27]. Physical and mathematical modeling and computational simulation have also been applied to
investigate the mechanisms underlying neurovascular coupling involving nitric
oxide [28] [29].
In addition, forces involved in various types of cell motility have been modeled. The mobility of cytoskeletal filaments (stretching fast polymerization/
depolymerization) and the influence of their length on the mechanical response
have been investigated, using cellular force-generation models. The thermodynamic driving force for force-generation in these processes has been investigated, and the elastic-Brownian ratchet model for force generation seems valid
to study the monomer addition to free cytoskeletal filament ends [30] [31]
[32].
Despite the several studies and the physical-biological modeling in the description of phenomena involving stress forces acting in physiological and pathological processes [33] [34], biologic stress continues to be the subject of great
controversy, from its definition to its pathophysiological inferences. Sometimes
the word stress is used to denote a complex response developed by a stimulus.
However, at other times, stress is mistakenly assumed to be a stimulus capable of
causing illness or is used as a synonym for “illness”. In addition, alarm reactions
are often called stress, despite the existence of well-established criteria to differentiate them. It is also not uncommon to hear someone confusing anxiety with
stress, forgetting that in the state of stress a set of specific systemic response occurs evoked by exposure to the stressor stimulus. This full set is not present in
anxiety, but usually anxiety is present in stress states [35] [36] [37] [38].
DOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2020.103012
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The aim of this review is to approximate the concept of biological stress to the
stress concept in Physics, not through mathematical modeling, but using the
phenomenological view of physics to discuss the source of generator force of biological stress state. Based on the literature, parallels are drawn between the two
concepts, and a discussion on entropy, steady state in open systems and homeostatic state in biological systems is developed.

2. Concepts and Definitions of Stress
In strict sense, the word stress means “pressure” or “tension” and be stressed
means “be under pressure” or “be under the action of an insistent stimulus” [38]
[39]. The concept of stress was introduced in the theory of elasticity by theoretical physicist Augustin-Louis Cauchy in the second decade of the 19th century,
based on conception of material continuity. According to the Cauchy’s stress

principle, when a continuous body is submitted to the action of external forces,
internal reactions arise throughout the body, acting between material points
[40]. Thus, in Physics, the word stress refers to a measure of the intensity of the
total internal force acting within a body across imaginary internal surfaces [40]
[41]. Therefore, stress means the “reaction” of the body to the action of external
forces, which represent the stressor [38] [39] [42].
In biology, the stressor is any stimulus or event capable of establishing the
state of stress. Stress is a reactive process to reduce the negative effects caused by
the stressor, and stress of state is a state of resistance that aims to maintain the
internal equilibrium of the body (and mind), whose final purpose is to adapt the
individual to the stressor [39] [43] [44].
Therefore, in Biology, the term stress also means “reaction”. It is not an instantaneous and localized reaction, but a reactive process that triggers a typical
set of organic and behavioral responses, which has as central pattern the hyperfunction of the supra-renal gland and the increased release of glucocorticoids
(GC), especially cortisol in humans [45].

2.1. Stress in Material Body
The stress ( σ ) is the measurement of the average intensity of all forces acting
per area unit of a body submitted to a stressor stimulus, and can be represented
by the equation:

σ=

F
A

(1)

where F is the force acting over area A, and the unit of pressure in the SI is normally used for stress. In that way, stress has the meaning of pressure on the surface A, and Equation (1) is valid when the action of stressor is considered uniformly distributed over a transversal section of the material body. However, in
general, it is not truth, and consequently stress at a point on a given area is different from the average stress over the entire cross section. In that case, stress
can be defined at a specific point in body [40] [46].
DOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2020.103012
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Cauchy demonstrated that a second order cartesian tensor (Cauchy’s stress
tensor) was able to completely define the state of stress at any point in a body. A
tensor is a form of representation associated with a set of algebraic operations
such as the sum and the product, related to a vector space. The linear stress
( σ ij ), which represents unidimensional stress, is a tensorial entity and can be
represented by a 3 × 3 matrix. Using this matrix, it is possible to formulate that
the force vector (or traction vector) acting on an surface element is given by
3

F = ∑ σ ij n j

(2)

j

where n j denotes the unit vector normal to the surface element. The Cauchy’s

stress tensor ( σ ij ) is used for the stress analysis of material bodies experiencing
small deformations, being other measures of stress used for large deformations
[40].
Here, it is important to pay attention to fact that the deformations result from
the “struggle waged” between stressor and stress, and represent the victory of the
stress forces over forces contrary to the cohesion responsible for the “existence”
of the material body. Deformations are inherent changes in the adaptation
process, which is established to preserve the body components that, even in a
new configuration, still remain in cohesion.
In Physics, stress cannot be directly measured, but is usually estimated from
strain measurements and elastic properties of the material, since the stress tensor

is associated with the strain required for the body adapts to the stressor and keep
its internal equilibrium. In equilibrium, the components of the stress tensor at
each point of the body satisfy the equilibrium equations, i.e., σ ij ,i + Fi =
0 . In
addition, in equilibrium, the summation of moments on an arbitrary point is
zero, indicating that the tensor is symmetric ( σ ij = σ ij ) [40] [46].

2.2. Definitions of Stress in Living Systems
All organs and living tissues have their own mechanisms to keep its internal
balance, i.e., our body has the homeostatic property. Homeostasis is an ability of
the open systems (that interact directly with its environment), especially living
organisms, to regulate its internal environment in order to maintain a stable
state. This is achieved by means of multiple mechanisms appropriate to promote
dynamic equilibrium adjustments.
In the animal body, the dynamic equilibrium or dynamic homeostasis is characterized by a constant regulation of biophysical variables (blood pressure,
temperature, salinity, acidity), nutrient concentrations (glucose, various ions,
oxygen) and waste, as carbon dioxide, urea etc. [47] [48].
According to Jackson [49], ten characteristics define an open system, i.e., all
open systems: 1) import energy from the external environment; 2) process and
transform everything they receive from the environment; 3) export what they
produce to the environment; 4) serve as new sources of energy; 5) have negative
entropy, since they obtain more energy than they spend; 6) selectively collect inDOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2020.103012
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formation about their environment and their activities, and are corrected based
on this information; 7) maintain their character due to the dynamic homeostasis; 8) are capable of differentiate and develop their structures; 9) have integrate
functioning; 10) obtain the same effect from different events (equifinality).
Claude Bernard (1813-1878) was who proposed the concept of stability in biological systems, which was called homeostasis by Walter Cannon [50], in 1914.
Canon’s and Bernard’s studies showed the role of adrenal epinephrine (or
adrenaline) in the homeostatic process, while Hans Selye [45] demonstrated, in
1946, the adaptive importance of adrenal GC, analyzing the wide scope of action
of these hormones in the body. Precisely, homeostasis is a property of all living
systems, and several homeostatic mechanisms are active full-time to keep internal balance.
Selye [45] called the sum of all the systemic non-specific reactions of the body
resulting from a long-continued exposure to stressor of Syndrome of General
Adaptation. It is distinct from specific adaptive reactions, such as the development of the musculature following prolonged physical exercise and the immunologic and allergic phenomena. Syndrome of General Adaptation is divided in
three different stages: 1) stage of alarm reaction, in which the subject experiences
characteristic sensations from alterations in the internal equilibrium of the body;
2) stage of resistance, when the organism tries to adapt to the stressor, and 3)
stage of exhaustion, which results from prolonged exposure to the stressor
without occurrence of adaptation. Psychosomatic diseases are a result of the organic inability to compensate for stress. Selye emphasized the implication of the
sustained high production of GC to the establishing of the exhaustion stage.
Thus, stressor stimulus initially provokes the state of alarm, due to the strong
sympathetic discharge and consequent release of catecholamines, norepinephrine and epinephrine, from the adrenal medulla, which produce characteristic
cardiovascular and metabolic effects. If the action of the stressor is of short duration or not intense, sympathetic and catecholaminergic effects can be able to
maintain the internal equilibrium of the body. However, sustained exposure to
the stressor action provokes the increased release of GC [45], establishing the
state of resistance or stress. This prepares the organism to satisfy the energetic
demand and to increase the general defense mechanism.
The state of stress is established when a wide, intense and prolonged reaction
is necessary to maintain this internal balance. The stress hormone (cortisol, in
human) is able to directly and indirectly initiate and control all stress mechanisms, seeking to maintain of internal equilibrium and adapt the animal to the action of the stressor or stressing situation. The stressor stimulates the state of
stress and the forces generated by physiological responses (hormonal, neuromuscular, cardiovascular, inflammatory and immune) are resistance forces [39]
[45] [48].
Almost every major life change can be considered as a stressors, i.e., changes
that require non-ordinary increase in metabolic dynamics to keep the organic
balance and/or emotional. Thus, the stress state is characterized by energy exDOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2020.103012
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penditure greater than that the body/mind is habituated in its daily life [51].
Effects of the Stress Hormone. GC have positive and negative effects in the
dependence of their plasmatic level and time of exposure to stressor. In normal
conditions, GC regulate with considerable degree of specificity the cellular differentiation in several tissues. GC can accelerate or delay the functional organic
maturation. Normally, these hormones help in the general body growth and
formation and maturation of organs, functioning together with GH (growth
hormone), thyroid hormones, adrenal androgens and sexual hormones [52]
[53]. However, GC excess can exert negative effects on body growth, inhibiting
spontaneous secretion of the cited hormones and influencing negatively on cell
proliferation [10] [54]-[59].
The most pronounced GC effect is its capacity to increase the blood glucose
from hepatic gluconeogenesis, but it also plays a role in cardiovascular, nervous,
endocrine, inflammatory and immunological responses [48] [60]. Very increased
cortisolaemia causes: 1) the increase in plasmatic concentrations of glucose,
amino acid and free fatty acid from cellular reserves; 2) decreased synthesis and
increased catabolism of certain proteins; 3) alterations in hydroelectrolitic balance, circulatory hemodynamics and autonomic responses; and 4) decrease in
inflammatory and immunological responses [61] [62] [63].
CG influence the phenotypical expression at synapses. It was observed that
they increase the noradrenergic responses in cell populations predominantly
cholinergic in its absence, evidencing its potential to change synaptic properties
and to regulate neuronal plasticity [53] [64]. These observations are very important, considering that synapses are the base of neuronal processing.
On the inflammatory responses and immunological, GC play an important
regulatory roles; They inhibit enzymes involved in the production of inflammatory substances, reduce the number of circulating lymphocyte (lymphopenia),
eosinophil and neutrophil, and inhibit the antibody production [64] [65] [66]
[67] [68]. High GC-exposure can produce significant atrophy on lymphoid tissues and contribute to the pathogeny of inflammatory diseases and to clinical
progression in viral infections [67] [69] [70] [71] [72].
Indeed, mechanisms developed during the stress states may become pathogenic, depending on the following factors: 1) The stress intensity; 2) stress duration, since protein synthesis does not decrease during the first 24 hours after the
increase of GC, and an immediate increase in DNA synthesis can be observed; 3)
affective representation of the stressor; 4) nutritional status of the individual; 5)
extension periods of rest and sleep [38] [55] [58].
Efforts have been made in the search for objective markers to assess the intensity of stress and its effects. In experiments with rats, stress has been measuring
by blood levels of GC, especially corticosterone [54] [73] [74]. In humans, cortisol is a natural marker, which can be measured in the blood, saliva and hair [75]
[76] [77].
In conjunction with cortisol levels, other biological measurements (such as salivary prolactin, vasopressin, blood pressure and heart rate variability) have been
DOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2020.103012
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considered useful to monitor the evolution of stress and validate stress reduction
programs [78] [79] [80]. But it is important consider racial/ethnic and social
class differences to study association between stress level and cortisol secretion.
Physiological measurements may be convenient to indicate the stress in animals,
however, the study of the state of stress in humans requires more detailed analysis [81] [82] [83].

3. Biological Systems and Internal Balance
Understanding the phenomenon of biological stress from the point of view of
Physics requires analysis of the stress state in its specific aspects looking for
conceptual convergences.
Based on the concept of stress and the physiological mechanisms involved and
implications, we could say that a stressed organism is in “excited state”. This is a
term commonly used in the context of atomic/molecular phenomenology [84].
In fact, during stress, the body is out of its “ground state”, and it is in a “higher
energy level” or “excited state”. As expected for an excited molecule, the natural
tendency of “excited organism” would be after some time go to back to its “lower
energy state”. However, here are worth the following questions: what would a
biological ground state or lower energy state be? Does it make sense to talk about
a ground state in Biology?

3.1. Ordinary and Stress Homeostatic State
In the search for answers to the questions above, we will start considering that
each cell has its condition of maximum balance, that is, a condition in which its
components work in their “ideal operating conditions”, thus spending the least
amount of energy possible to maintain its functions. Undoubtedly, maintaining
an “ideal” work rate in a cell requires certain conditions, such as the absence of
morphological and metabolic errors. In addition, the environment must be able
to meet all its chemical, physical and nutritional needs. That way, we could have
a cell operating in “fundamental condition” ... Would that be possible?
But, these conditions are nearly impossible to meet. However, we can assume
that each cell (or each part of the body) can have its own “lower energy state” in
accordance with its morphofunctional conditions. This would be its state of
higher internal possible balance, its “steady state” or homeostatic state. In this,
the physiological parameters can vary within certain limits, being adjusted by
immediate response mechanisms, which do not mobilize large energy resources.
Variations out homeostatic limits call for intervention of more powerful and
wide control mechanisms, which are not active in the ordinary steady state. Such
mechanisms involve the mobilization of energetic reserves do not used in homeostatic conditions, such as gluconeogenesis and proteolysis to generate energy. At that moment, the state of stress or “excited” is established.
Despite the large increase in the energy consumption during the state of
stress, such as occurs in the ordinary homeostatic state, energy enters and leaves
the system at the same speed, and physiological parameters remain within deDOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2020.103012
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fined limits, due to the continuous production of energy and matter [49] [85].
However, it is important to consider that, extinguished the action of stressor, it
is possible that living organism does not return to its homeostatic state before
stress. In post-stress, depending on how long and/or severe the stress was, functional balance may be moved to another level, in which organic activity and
energetic expenditure can be higher or smaller from the previous one.
So, we can say that the cell/organism is in an excited state during the stress
and, and it may or may not return to the work regime prior to the stress period
with the suspension or exhaustion of the resistance forces.
After prolonged stress, there is great chance of the organism starts operating
in a regime of lower metabolic activity, with changes in the rate of transfer and
transformation of energy/matter, and physiological deficits due to the depletion
of mobilized resources [51]. Post-stress alterations can result in major imbalances and result in deep functional changes in tissues and organs [39] [54] [73]
[74] [86], including endocrine, metabolic and immunological changes. There are
studies shown that cytokines play an important role in these changes [87] [88]
[89].

3.2. Internal Imbalance and Illness
The function of stress is to keep the biological system in balance, controlling the
production and expenditure of energy and matter, conserving the catabolism-anabolism balance and taking into account energetic, structural and transport demands [90].
One of the important consequences of catabolism-anabolism disequilibrium is
the cellular oxidative stress. This results from excessive formation of free radicals
(substances with high oxidation capacity) due to an irregular balance between
the formation rate of these radicals and the neutralizing capacity of arsenal of
antioxidant enzymes. The mechanisms of oxidative stress interfere in cellular
functions.
Much emphasis has been placed on nuclear and membrane changes produced
by lipid peroxidation and cell protein degradation induced by oxidative stress.
Due to their aggressive potential, free radicals have been identified as carcinogenic and atherogenic substances, and capable to induce neurodegenerative diseases (such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson's diseases) and aging [91]-[96].
In 2004, Epel et al. [96] studied the relationship between telomerase activity
and telomere length in mononuclear blood cells from healthy women. Telomeres are repeated sequences of DNA that form the end (tip) of all linear chromosomes. Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein enzyme (is a reverse transcriptase)
that stabilizes the telomere length. This enzyme adds hexametric repeats to the
ends of telomeres of the chromosomes, compensating the continued telomere
erosion [97] [98]. Epel et al. [99], in 2006, observed lower telomerase activity and
shorter telomeres in women with higher levels of perceived stress. The average
telomere shortening was equivalent to at least a decade of additional aging compared with low stress women.
DOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2020.103012
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According Kiecolt-Glaser and Glaser [100], the studies of Epel and colleagues
allowed to understand the link among chronic psychological stress, oxidative
stress and telomere length since psychological stress can increase inflammation
and oxidative stress [101]. It has been shown that the telomere attrition is accelerated by both inflammation and oxidative stress [102] [103]. There are several
recent evidences indicating that telomeres and telomerase activity are particularly sensitive to oxidative damage and psychological stress [104] [105] [106].
More recently, other studies have discussed the impact of stress, especially
psychological stress, on the aging process [107] [108] [109]. The important role
that stress plays in senescence process has been demonstrated. In this process
there is a gradual decrease in cellular functions and a consequent reduction in
cell multiplication. It is a process linked to aging, in which the shortening of telomeres is a key mechanism [110] [111].
Increased rates of morbidity and mortality from chronic diseases of aging are
found in individuals chronically exposed to psychological stressors early in life
[112]. Some diseases related to aging have been linked to the action of stressors,
and epigenetic alterations have been identified as an important mechanism that
links stress to aging. In such alterations, environmental factors induce changes
in gene expression, but the genetic sequence is preserved [107].

4. Entropy and Biological Systems
At steady state, the properties of any material body can be described by thermodynamics; and analysis of biological stress in this way can reveal other distinctive
features of its nature.
The second law of thermodynamics is related directly to a concept widely
discussed in Biology: entropy (S) [113]. In 1865, Rudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius
(1822-1888) introduced in Physics the concept of entropy, from the Greek
en-tropein, which means “the transformative content” or “the content of transformation” [114].
Just like stress, entropy is a complex subject, and different ways have been
used to understand its concept.
Entropy is an abstract dimension that represents the measure of disorder of
particles in a physical system, as well as the measure of randomness and irreversible increase in energy in the universe. It is an entity involved in changes
that occur in our universe constantly moving and transformation, being therefore difficult to represent it in a totally clear form [46] [115] [116].
According to the second law of thermodynamics, “the entropy of an isolated
system not in thermodynamic equilibrium will tend to increase over time, approaching a maximum value at the equilibrium”, i.e., the system reaches a state
of maximum entropy.
As a function of the state, the change in the entropy of a system is determined
by its initial and final states, being constant in reversible processes and, in irreversible processes, the total entropy continues to increase. That is, in a system in
equilibrium entropy is high, and no spontaneous process can occur without inDOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2020.103012
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creasing the total entropy of the universe (S > 0, for spontaneous processes). In
living systems, as all highly organized systems, entropy is very high. [115]
In macroscopic thermodynamics, the concept of entropy is related to the
difference between the useful chemical energy and dissipated energy. Transferring an amount of heat to a system in equilibrium, the increase in entropy can be
represented by δ Q T , where δ Q is the energy flow into the system due to

heating and T is the absolute temperature. The total entropy will be given by the
integration: ∆S =
∫ δ Q T , as defined by Rudolf Clausius [114]. The heating of

system increases randomness of molecular motion and generating more micro-

states possible.
In complex systems, entropy is determined by the number of random microstates. The greater the number of possible microstates, the higher is the entropy
[115] [117].
In statistical thermodynamics, the entropy is the measure of the degree of
probability that a system will expand into different possible quantum states. In a
system in equilibrium, entropy is maximized due to the loss of all information
on the initial conditions, except for the stored variables. In view based on the
probability Boltzmann (1872), the entropy of a macroscopic state is proportional
to the logarithm of the number of microscopic states (states or density), is given
by the equation
S = −k ∑ pi ln ( pi )

(3)

i

where k is the universal constant of proportionality and pi defines the individual probability for each microstate. Therefore, the statistical view shows entropy as the amount of uncertainty that remains in the system after considering
its observable macroscopic properties. It leads to the idea that all dynamically
ordered states are highly unlikely states, including life. Therefore, this view of
the second law has been intensely debated [118].
The mathematical concept of thermodynamic entropy has been extended and
interpreted in the light of Statistical Mechanics and Information Theory. These
two entropy concepts present visible connections, and they play an important
role in our discussion involving entropy and biological stress.

4.1. Entropy in Statistical Mechanics and Living Systems
Ludwig Eduard Boltzmann (1844-1906) tried to explain the existence of a “high
degree of organization” in the universe through an argument called the paradox
of the brains of Boltzmann. According to this, the low entropy system is a random fluctuation in a higher entropy universe. Even in a quasi-equilibrium state,
stochastic fluctuations are present in the degree of entropy. But there was much
opposition to the arguments of Boltzmann [119] [120].
According to Erwin Schrödinger (1887-1961), there is no violation of the
equilibrium equation of the second law, if we consider that living beings produce
entropy at a rate sufficient to compensate for their own internal ordering, concentrating a stream of order on itself, because “life feeds on negative entropy”
DOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2020.103012
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[121] [122].
The problem of high improbability of spontaneous order started to be solved
when Karl Ludwig von Bertalanffy (1952) showed that that open systems can

order itself by their ability to build their order by dissipating potentials in their
environments [123]. In 1977, Ilya Prigogine [124] called such systems “dissipative structures or self-organized” and contributed to the drafting of minimum
production of the Theorem of Entropy, applicable to stationary states of
non-equilibrium” [125]. This theorem gives a clear explanation of the analogy
between the stability of thermodynamic equilibrium and stability in biological
systems, generated by dynamic equilibrium, as expressed in the concept of homeostasis proposed by Claude Bernard. Thus, a living system self-organizes and
continues self-organizing throughout its life, due to its metabolic dynamics [126]
[127].
The concept of entropy was later extended by J.P. Lowe [127], based on the
relevance of occupancy of energy levels, and H.S. Leff [128] provided a theoretical basis for interpreting the increase in entropy with the increase in energy dispersion due to rise of the number of microstates. In this case, entropy is associated with increased randomicity due to interparticle spacing. For an ideal gas
expansion in vacuum, for example, the molecules can take different forms (electronic, vibrational, rotational and translational) to distribute their energy, generating different entropies.

4.2. Information Entropy and Living Systems
In Shannon’s Information Theory (1948) the word entropy was included based
in its concept in Statistical Thermodynamics, developing thus the information
entropy. For Shannon, the number of distinguishable symbols in a communication channel is the number of distinguishable states in a system [129] [130].
The information entropy measures the uncertainty on the amount of information needed to represent a system. According Brillouin [131], acquiring information about the possible microstate (possible combinations of particles in
possible energy states) of a system is associated with the decrease in entropy,
since work is needed to extract information, and information removal leads to
an increase in thermodynamic entropy. In that way, entropy is related to the
amount of additional information needed to specify the exact physical state of a
system, given its macroscopic specification. So, entropy can be also considered
an expression of the lack of information about this state [132].
Information Entropy has also been used to display electronic properties as information functions for atoms and molecules. For Zhou et al. [133], Shannon
entropy should contain all the information needed to adequately describe an
electronic system.
The Functional Information Theory based on Shannon Theory has gained application in a wide range of studies in Biology and Medicine, including detection
of gene-gene interactions, classification of biological compounds, and analysis of
electrogram entropy maps in cardiology [134]-[143].
DOI: 10.4236/ojbiphy.2020.103012
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Using information theory, Ofria et al. [144] focuses on the selective pressures
of molecular evolution and how they contribute to the development of robust
and complex structures. Despite the information theory does not tell about information related to functions and mechanisms involved in cellular input-output, Lan and Tu [145] believe this theory provides a general tool able to
analyze certain biological data.
In addition, this theory has suggested that genetic instability of repeated DNA
sequences may be fundamentally related to the process of aging. According to
Riggs [139], rather aging and mortality are the inevitable natural consequence of
increasing informational entropy (decreasing redundancy) contained within the
genome. Therefore, the information theory has progressing, and fundamental
aspects of average entropy and mutual entropy mean in the open system dynamics has been presented [140] [141].
Thus, the view of informational entropy complements the thermodynamic
view. In the first, entropy relates to the uncertainty of the information distribution and, the second refers about the loss of all information on the initial conditions in a system in equilibrium and entropy maximized.

5. Stress as a Principle of Nature
The present discussion aims to highlight the opposite roles of stress and entropy.
While in the concept of entropy “life as highly unlikely”, corresponding to an
amount of uncertainty on the existence or measure of the degree of probability
of a system expands into possible different microstates, the stress becomes the

life highly probable, opposing to the expansion of system and preserving the
number of possible state and its existence.
We draw attention to the fact that, although manifesting in different forms,
stress is always the same basic and intrinsic principle of living or not living systems. The preservation of life involves forces ranging from molecular to the
mental level, which generate conservative/adaptive behaviors. Thus, we highlight
a possible way to understand stress as a principle of nature, considering the biological stress forces as a consequence of this principle wherein “the order is
produced in order to bring back to order in order to produce more order”.
In humans, the corporal and mental stress is the macroscopic manifestation or
the translation of cellular stress, which develops from stress at the molecular level [146]. Thus, the biological stress is the result of the combination of reactive
forces developing on an increasing scale, from the microscopic to macroscopic
scale, face to the possibility of internal balance disruption of the living system:
tissues, cells, biomolecules. Stress forces trigger specific responses to sustain the
dynamic homeostasis and preserve the order, which defines the “information
contained in the life”.
From the thermodynamic point of view, the action of the stressor in a system
tends to alter its entropy, since it changes its equilibrium and increases the randomicity, due to the increased number of possible states. In that way, stress mechanisms try reduce the uncertainty about the initial state of the system, as well
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as about the amount and distribution of information (genetic, and/or morphophysiological information, in biological systems) needed to specify its exact
physical state. Maximizing entropy leads to maximum condition of ignorance
about this state. But the forces of stress, opposing the stressor, seek to balance
the entropic forces and protect the information responsible to maintaining the
ordered system.
Like entropy, stress is not uniformly distributed throughout the living body.
Each cell or tissue exhibits a specific response to stressor [38], and the control of
catabolism-anabolism balance seems to be a way of dissipating internal entropy
[90] [126] [127].
In our dual universe, where randomness coexists with ordering, biological
stress is opposed to randomness to keep the in dynamic equilibrium until adaptation is achieved. However, when stress exceeds adaptive limit, stressful or entropic forces overcome the forces of stress and the organic imbalance grows.
Then, the exhaustion stage is installed [45], generating physiological disorder
that can progress to disease.
As some works in the literature show, regardless of the stressor, biological
stress can be studied in the light of Physics. Models of biological stress can be
built based on internal changes (metabolic, ionic gradients, membrane repair,
among others) generated by resistance forces and the amount of energy spent on
these changes. Predictive models can be built, and computer simulations can
provide information about the average responsiveness of the living system to a
specific stressor [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [30] [31] [32] [147] [148] [149] [150]
[151].
Due immense diversity of living systems, the application of mathematical
formalism to study stress in these systems seems impossible. But, the work of
Epel et al. [96], cited above, showed that, like the non-living systems studied in
Physics, intense and/or prolonged stress can “deform” structures in the biological system, as the shortening that they observed in telomeres.
Although it is a difficult task, the current knowledge on organic and cellular
structures, interactions and mechanisms triggered by stress already allows
drawing parallels aiming to model the biological stress based on Physics concepts.

6. Conclusions
By means of the review and comments above, we attempt to present an alternative view of the biological stress using concepts of Physics. In the state of stress,
conservative forces are activated trying to preserve the order of systems, enabling their existence.
Considering the concepts of thermodynamic entropy and informational entropy, and comparing stress in living and non-living systems, we can see it as a
principle of nature linked to the adaptability property of matter, as opposed to
entropy. It is known that increasing the number of possible microstates in a
complex system increases entropy, since it increases the uncertainty about the
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additional information needed to specify the exact physical state of a system. By
controlling metabolic processes (catabolism-anabolism) to decrease entropy,
stress reduces the number of possible states into which the living system could
evolve, preventing the loss of “life information”, preserving its characteristics
and preventing its extinction.
The animal organism has several efficient mechanisms to maintain its general
balance during stressful situations. This mechanism, however, can fail since the
cellular responses depend on the type and intensity of stress.
The cell can cope with effects from the stressor, if it does not exceed its capacity to generate adequate protective responses to ensure its survival. Thus, as seen
above, very prolonged stress has a destructive effect on tissues, because excess
organic GC inhibits several activities, including hormone secretion, cell proliferation, immune responses and causes significant nervous changes.
It is important to remember that any “machine”, living or not, has its adaptation limit, outlined by its constitution and structure, and its mechanisms of interaction with the environment. The final changes, which result in an effective
adaptation, must be processed within the speed limits compatible with the responsiveness of the “machine”. The compatibility of these speeds allows the relaxation of machine components, between one and another processing. Relaxation time is the period of time required for a system out of equilibrium condition
to return to it. This time is essential for the equalization of intrinsic processes of
the machine components, which defines a new ideal pace of work and the advent
of adaptation.
Interestingly, within the known universe, natural eternity presents criteria that
are impossible to achieve, even for a single simple cell, such as a protist cell,
since all beings depend on the environment to live, but it remains constantly
changing. This implies an almost continuous process searching of adaptation,
which takes the organism away from its ordinary steady state.
It is a paradox that, in order to survive, animals reduce their life span by aging. When we say this, we are not forgetting to consider the genetic characteristics of each species, since the average life expectancy of an animal is intrinsic to
its species. However, it is also important to remember that the characteristics of
each species result from several mutations over time, which generates adaptive
mechanisms that have increased their ability to deal with environmental stressors.
The loss of function of a species within its ecosystem or cells within an organ
may be showing that the limits of the stress principle have been “transgressed”.
That is, the intensity and/or the duration of the stress exceeded the capacity of
the organism live to process information extracted from the stressor and reprogram its physiological mechanisms, activating its adaptability process, while its
internal balance is preserved.
Understanding their origin, it may be easier to visualize the stress in its many
forms and learn, in fact, to deal with it.
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